MEDIA RELEASE
REMY GARDNER'S WORLDWIDE DEBUT

Albacete, 24 October 2010: "that's the best fun I've ever had!". These were the first words out of twelve
year old Remy Gardner's mouth after his debut road race this
weekend, bringing tears to the eyes of his World 500cc
Champion father, Wayne.
Competing as a wild card entry in the Honda Racing
Corporation NSF100 Trophy Worldwide Mini Bike race at
Albacete Circuit in Spain, Remy was faced with a mammoth
challenge to familiarise himself with a new 3.5km high speed
circuit, and a new bike with a reverse gear pattern, which he
had never used before.
Thirty six of the top NSF100 competitors from around the
world were entered in the event, sharing eighteen bikes, over
two separate sessions. The top nine riders from each semifinal race competed in a final, and the other eighteen riders in
a consolation final on Sunday.
Remy missed a place in the final by only three places after a
thrilling semi-final on Saturday afternoon. He got a great start from the back of the grid, taking two riders
on the straight and fighting with a pack of four riders throughout the five lap race to finish at the front of the
pack in twelfth position, and seven seconds faster than his qualifying time. Unfortunately it wasn't good
enough to make the final race, but he was certainly more confident and determined going into the
consolation final. "My first race was so much fun," said Remy. "I just want to keep doing that forever. It's
like a drug - you can't get enough of it. I know if I had some more time on the bike I could do better, but I'm
just happy to be able to compete with the best in the world," he added.
The consolation final today was an exciting race with some thrilling chopping and changing in the lead
group. Remy started sixth on the grid, gaining two places into the first corner. He was relegated to fifth on
the next corner, staying in position for the following lap. Over the next three and a half laps he diced with
the top riders, moving up and down the field to finish a very close eleventh, in just .744 seconds from 3rd
place, and with a huge smile on his face. "I loved battling against everyone. It was so much fun, I couldn't
believe it. I just wanted to keep going! I actually leant over on a guy on the corner - it was sick," said Remy
directly after the race.
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It had been a roller coaster of a weekend from the very beginning, with first practice not going to plan.
Remy wasn't aware of the reverse gear pattern until he rode out of the pits, and had a low speed crash on the
second lap after confusing the shift pattern. He picked himself up and spent the rest of the session learning
the circuit and training himself to work with the new shift pattern. The afternoon session was a little better,
and Remy spent the time building his confidence and trying to come to terms with the high speed corners. It
was obvious this was an area he had no experience after only training on small circuits and competing in
low speed dirt track conditions.
Dealing with cold conditions and inexperience in qualifying, Remy's confidence was a little shaken. After a
tentative session he finished qualifying last on the grid for the afternoon semi-final race. A little
disappointed but very determined to improve, Remy put on his 'race face' and went into the semi-final with
a goal to move up from eighteenth place, which he did in style.
"I'm so proud right now," said Wayne. "This has been a massive challenge for Remy and he's risen to that
challenge extraordinarily well. At the beginning of the weekend I was concerned we might have bitten off
more than we could chew, but Remy put his head down and pushed through to a respectable finish. He's
certainly proved his tenacity and passion," Wayne added. "I'm really not sure where we'll go from here. We
need to go home, re-group and think about the future.
Remy also had a great time meeting the other international competitors. "I've made some really nice friends
here, from Spain, South Africa, Italy, Japan, Sweden and all over Europe. I hope I'll get to race them again
soon."
For full race results and more information about the NSF100 European Cup, go to
www.hondaproracing.com , or www.europeanchamp.com

For further information; to request an interview with Remy or Wayne Gardner; or
organise photographs, email: wayne_gardner@bigpond.com

